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Security Weaknesses

Static Analysis for Java Code
The most common bugs in Java programs might not cause a crash, but instead introduce
a subtle but dangerous semantic error, introducing a vulnerability to, for instance, a SQL
injection or cross-site scripting. Concurrency defects, like in other languages, are very
serious in Java, and especially difficult to diagnose without an advanced tool.
CodeSonar’s Java warnings include checks provided by ThreadSafe™, the most advanced
concurrency bug-finder available for Java, as well as FindBugs™ and PMD.

CodeSonar provides warnings for
Java code to ensure that malicious
users cannot observe sensitive
information or modify program
data/behavior in unexpected ways.






Java-Specific Bug Warnings

Concurrency Bugs

Null Dereferences

The performance improvements provided by
parallel processing have come at the cost of
increased code complexity and entirely new
vulnerability classes.

CodeSonar issues a variety of warnings about null
pointer dereferences in various contexts, and
provides warnings about null checks that will
cause NullPointerExceptions if performed on null
pointers.

Resource Management
CodeSonar helps you manage resources such as
streams or database connections, which should be
closed once they are no longer needed, and may
require additional cleanup steps.

Language Use Issues
CodeSonar can also alert you to code in which
fundamental Java language features may have
been used incorrectly (or at least in
unconventional ways), including usage issues for
equals() and ==, exception handling issues,
and inheritance issues.

With ThreadSafe, CodeSonar flags the most
complex concurrency-related issues in code.
Concurrency bugs include:











Data races
Deadlock
Atomicity violations
Double-checked locking
Synchronizing on inappropriate program
elements
Potentially suboptimal concurrent
performance
Suspicious synchronization patterns
Misuse of synchronization API methods




Insufficient use of doPrivileged API
Potential exposure of internal
representation or state
Potential exposure of data
Low-security authentication
practices
Cross-site scripting vulnerabilities
Uses of tainted data

Development Warnings
Some faulty code that might not
necessarily lead to dangerous
behavior might indicate a
misunderstanding or error during the
development process.












Code complexity
Arithmetic issues
Coding convention violations
Unreachable/unused/redundant
code
Potential naming confusion
Self assignments, self comparisons,
self computations
Initialization circularity
Confusing loop increment
Ignored return value

Violations of Important Properties
Java programs typically make heavy use of inheritance, and of the extensive array of libraries that are
available to developers. These libraries provide developers with power and flexibility, but neglecting to
manage expected relationships and properties can introduce subtle but serious problems. Related warnings
in CodeSonar include:






Relationships between equals() and hashCode()
Relationships between equals() and compareTo()
Properties of equals()
Properties of compareTo()
Properties/presence of serialVersionUID field in
Serializable classes







Definition of the serialVersionUID field in all
serializable classes
Consistency between annotations and code
behavior
Behavior of Cloneable classes
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